
Nicolaus Copernicus was born
on February 19th, 1473 in 
Torun, Poland. Copernicus was 
a proponent of the theory that 
the Sun, and not the Earth, is at 
the center of the Universe.



In the pastIn the past……

Around 1514 Copernicus, the Around 1514 Copernicus, the 
famous scientist  distributed a famous scientist  distributed a 
little book, not printed but hand little book, not printed but hand 
written, in which he wrote the written, in which he wrote the 
following sentencefollowing sentence: there is no : there is no 
one centre in the universeone centre in the universe. . 



……nownow

after 500 years after 500 years a courageous team a courageous team 
of women and men decided to of women and men decided to 
gain understanding of the deep gain understanding of the deep 
significance behind this sentence.significance behind this sentence.



Step by stepStep by step

In In the the same lsame littleittle bookbook he alsohe also saidsaid
:: ththee Earth's centre is not the Earth's centre is not the 
centre of the universe butcentre of the universe but,, as as thethe
EuracademiansEuracademians thoughtthought it is it is the the 
EuracademyEuracademy that is really the that is really the 
centre of the universe. centre of the universe. 



Another sentenceAnother sentence

The third was The third was The centre of the The centre of the 
universe is near the sun. universe is near the sun. So they So they 
decided to go to the nearest place decided to go to the nearest place 
to the sun: to the sun: TorunTorun..



After study tours, network meetings, After study tours, network meetings, 
lectures and so on and on and onlectures and so on and on and on……
finally our Heroes and finally our Heroes and HeroinsHeroins
understand the deep significance of  understand the deep significance of  
the Copernicus statement.the Copernicus statement.

If there is no oneIf there is no one centrecentre in the in the 
universe so there is also no single universe so there is also no single 
solution of the troubles of solution of the troubles of 
European farmers but they could European farmers but they could 
begin withbegin with……



Diversification
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